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Abstract

Imaging of cellular samples has for several hundred years been a way for scientists to
investigate biological systems. With the discovery of immunofluorescence labeling
in the 1940’s and later genetic fluorescent protein labeling in the 1980’s the most
important part in imaging, contrast and specificity, was drastically improved. Ever
since, we have seen a increased use of fluorescence imaging in biological research,
and the application and tools are constantly being developed further.

Specific ion imaging has long been a way to discern signaling events in cell systems.
Through use of fluorescent ion reporters, ionic concentrations can be measured in
living cells as result of applied stimuli. Using Ca2+ imaging we have demonstrated
that there is a inverse influence by plasma membrane voltage gated calcium channels
on angiotensin II type 1 receptor (a protein involved in blood pressure regulation).
This has direct implications in treatment of hypertension (high blood pressure),
one of the most common serious diseases in the western civilization today with
approximately one billion afflicted adults world wide in 2016.

Extending from this more lower resolution live cell bioimaging I have moved into
super resolution imaging. This thesis includes works on the interpretation of su-
per resolution imaging data of the neuronal Na+, K+ - ATPase α3, a receptor
responsible for maintaining cell homeostasis during brain activity. The imaging
data is correlated with electrophyiological measurments and computer models to
point towards possible artefacts in super-resolution imaging that needs to be taken
into account when interpreting imaging data. Moreover, I proceeded to develop a
software for single-molecule localization microscopy analysis aimed for the wider
research community and employ this software to identify expression artifacts in
transiently transfected cell systems.

In the concluding work super-resultion imaging was used to map out the early
steps of the intrinsic apoptotic signaling cascade in space and time. Using super
resoultion imaging, I mapped out in intact cells at which time points and at which
locations the various proteins involved in apoptotic regulation are activated and
interact.
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Sammanfattning

Avbildning av biologiska prover har i flera hundra år varit ett sätt för forskare
att undersöka biologiska system. Med utvecklingen av immunofluoresens inmärkn-
ing och fluoresens-mikroskopi förbättrades de viktigaste aspekterna av mikroskopi,
kontrast och specificitet. Sedan 1941 har vi sett kontiuerligt mer mångsidigt och
frekvent användning av fluorosense-mikroskopi i biologisk forskning.

Jon-mikroskopi har länge varit en metod att studera signalering i cell-system.
Genom användning av fluorosenta jon-sensorer går det att mäta variationer av
jon koncentrationer i levande celler som resultat av yttre påverkan. Genom att
använda Ca2+ mikroskopi har jag visat att det finns en omvänd koppling mellan
kalcium-kanaler i plasma-membran och angiotensin II typ 1 receptorn (ett protein
involverat i blodtrycksreglering). Detta har direkta implikationer för behandling
av högt blodtryck, en av de mer vanliga sjukdomarna i västvärlden idag med över
en miljard drabbade patienter i världen 2016.

Efter detta projekt vidgades mitt fokus till att inkludera superupplösnings-mikroskopi.
Denna avhandling inkluderar ett arbete fokuserat på tolkningen av superupplösnings-
mikroskopi data från neuronal Na+, K+ - ATPase α3, en jon-pump som återställer
cellernas jonbalans i samband med cell signalering. Mikroskopi-datan korreleras
mot elektrofysiologi experiment och modeller för att illustrera möjliga artefakter i
superupplösnings-mikroskopi som måste tas i beaktande i samband med tolkning
av data.

Jag fortsatte med att utveckla mjukvara för analys av data från singel-molekyl-
lokalisations-mikroskopi där fokuset för mjukvaran framförallt varit på användarvän-
ligheten. Detta då jag hoppas att den kommer vara användbar för ett bredare
forskingsfält. Mjukvaran användes även i ett separat projekt för att identifiera
överuttrycks-artefakter i transfekterade celler.

I det avslutande arbetet använder jag superupplösnings-mikroskopi för att karak-
terisera de tidiga stegen i mitokondriell apoptos. Jag identifierar när och var i
cellen de olika proteinerna involverade i apoptos signaleringen är aktiverade och
interagerar.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

With the invention of the compound microscope by Zacharias and Hans Jansen in
1590 and its subsequent improvement by Galileo Galilee in 1609 the ground work
for investigating small biological structures was available.
Using a compound microscope Robert Hooke was able to describe a variety of bi-
ological structures, pioneering the field of bio imaging. It is in his published book
Micrographia in 1665 that we find the first use of the word cell for a biological struc-
ture. Viewing thin slices of cork he described the structure of plants as resembling
a monks cell with it’s square like structure [1]. In a section of Micrographia Hooke
describes the power of the microscope and its application:

"In the collection of most of which I made use of microscopes and some other
glasses and instruments that improve the senses... only to promote the use of

mechanical helps for the Senses, both in the surveying the already visible World,
and for the discovery of many others hitherto unknown"

- Micrographia, by Robert Hooke (1665)

In the following centuries the design of microscopes slowly kept on improving, be-
coming more and more complex and more powerful. A important observation by
Ernst Abbe in 1873 [2] is the description of the limit of the resolving power of
light from observations working on ground diatom . Written in stone outside the
university of Jena, Germany, is the equation describing the resolution limit later
credited to him:

d = λ

2NA
(1.1)

where d is the minimal distance between distinguishable objects, λ is the wave-
length of the light and NA is the numerical aperture of the objective.
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Together with Carl Zeiss, Abbe made significant contributions to the modern micro-
scope including the identification and correction of optical aberrations [2, 3] as well
as contributed to the construction of the first achromatic compound microscope in
1878. Hans Busch built on the concepts of optics to lay the theoretical basis for
the electron microscope in solutions. Inspired by this work the Ernst Ruska built
the first electron focusing lenses and subsequently the first electron microscope in
1933 [4].

With the development of lasers, antibody labeling, organic fluorescent dyes and
fluorescent proteins, fluorescence microscopy has become a powerful tool for biolog-
ical imaging. The development of the confocal microscope has allowed for optical
slicing and with the last decades implementation of fluoresence super-resolution
microscopy allowing nanometer scale precision imaging, the capabilities of the mi-
croscope has continued to evolve.

The use of microscopy in biological research is steadily increasing and has led to
the collaboration between physicists, biologists, chemists and mathematicians to
be able to fully utilize the capabilities of the techniques available. Where previ-
ously imaging was only used descriptively, quantification is now becoming more
common. Through image analysis and statistical descriptions of observations one
of the principal concerns with single cell analysis can be addressed, that of cell to
cell variability. Advances in image analysis allows us to make more use of existing
images. The following chapters contains a introduction to bioimaging and image
analysis, as well as a discussion about the knowledge gained in the process of the
projects included in this thesis.



Chapter 2

Cell biology

Cells contain organelles which form their basic systematic building blocks. Cells
in turn, at least in eukaryote organisms, make up tissue which in turn organizes
into organs and in turn organ systems and in turn finally whole organisms. Cells
are routinely used as model systems for studying organism and tissue function for
several reasons:

• They allow for easier repetition of experiments and possibly better consistency
between experiments.

• Cultured cells are easier to work with than whole animals to express new or
modified proteins in.

• Cells allow for more selective experiments as influence by neighboring cell
types, organs and such in whole animals are removed.

2.1 Cell systems

Single cell cultures can be separated into two main types, primary cell and cell
line cultures. Primary cell cultures are cell cultures derived directly from animal
tissue/organ. Primary cell cultures can only be kept for a short while, up to a few
weeks for neuronal cultures [5] and around one week for cardiomyocyte cultures[6].
After this new cells needs to be harvested again. Cell lines are immortalized pri-
mary cell cultures, that can be split onto new culture dishes once it has grown
near confluence and thus kept dividing for several months. This allows for a near
identical system to be used throughout a study with reduced variability between
cells. Cell lines are less biologically complex when compared to primary cell cul-
tures. This makes them an ideal tool to study a specific signaling cascade without
to much interference from adjacent processes. Preliminary results from cell lines
will typically need to be tested in a more complex system such as primary cell
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4 CHAPTER 2. CELL BIOLOGY

culture and/or live animals to be verified. This because of a high degree of possible
crosstalk between different signaling pathways that might be missing in cell lines.

An example of a pair of such cell systems are human embryonic kidney 293a
(HEK293a) cells and ventricular cardiomyocytes. HEK293a is a simple cell line
in which it it relatively easy to express new proteins through either viral trans-
duction or plasmid transfection. Ventricular cardiomyocytes on the other hand is a
primary cell culture that still form beating clusters. By first expressing a membrane
protein of interest in HEK293a along with relevant sensors a signaling pathway can
be studied in relative isolation. The findings in HEK293a can be used to isolate, de-
scribe and model the signaling pathway of interest. Control experiments can then
be carried out in ventricular cardiomyocytes to study how the isolated signaling
pathway works in a more complex environment. This approach was used in paper
I.

2.2 G-protein Coupled Receptors

GPCRs is a huge family of membrane receptor proteins, signaling through various
guanosine nucleotide-binding proteins, G-proteins. A single G-protein consists of
three subunits, α, β and γ. Further, there are about 20 different G-protein subunits,
three of the more studied α subunits are [7]:

• Gαs, signaling through adenyl cyclase (AC) activation and cAMP generation.
cAMP in turn will activate protein kinase A, PKA.

• Gαi, results in inhibition of AC and thus competes with Gαs signaling.

• Gαq, signaling through phospholipase C (PLC) which will cleave phosphatidyli-
nositol 4,5-bisphosphate (PIP2), a phospholipid cell membrane component.
PIP2 is cleaved into inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate (IP3) and diacylglycerol (DAG).
DAG in turn is a signaling molecule acting on protein kinase C (PKC) and
IP3 acts on endoplasmic reticulum bound IP3 sensitive Ca2+ channels, IP3R
resulting in cytosolic Ca2+ increase.

Gβγ remain in a single complex that can also be directly involved in signaling [7].

GPCRs as a family is the most commonly targeted membrane protein for pharma-
cological treatment. About half of all existing drugs targets a GPCR [8]. In humans
the GPCR family consists of about 700 members [9]. GPCRs are mainly involved
in inter-cell signaling, transducing extracellular signals into a intracellular signal-
ing cascade in a very specific and controlled manner. GPCRs have seven trans-
membrane domains with a extracellular N-terminus and intracellular C-terminus
[7]. GPCRs include the light-sensitive Rhodopsin, smell triggered GPCRs as well
hormone sensitive GPCRs.
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Figure 2.1: AT1R receptor signalling cycle as an example of GPCR signalling and internalisation.

GPCR signaling typically starts with binding of the signaling molecule to a extra-
cellular binding site. This causes a conformational change of the GPCR based on
the specific ligand. Different ligands can result in different conformational changes
in the same GPCR. In turn this conformational change can activate (or block fur-
ther activation of) a G-protein through forcing the Gα-protein to exchange its GDP
to GTP and become active. The G-protein dissociates into the two functional units
Gα and Gβγ . In a short time the Gα-protein reverts to a inactive, GDP bound,
state and the G-protein reassembles. Resetting of the GPCR takes longer time and
involves the dissociation of the ligand from its binding pocket. This timescale de-
pends on the ligand type, some ligands bind strongly enough to require the GPCR
to be recycled rather then reset [7]. See figure 2.1 for a schematic signaling cycle.

Depending on the receptor and agonist a second, competitive, pathway can be acti-
vated instead of the G-protein coupled one. This pathway involves one of four sub-
types of β-arrestin proteins. Binding of β-arrestin to a GPCR will block subsequent
G-protein activation and β-arrestin binding is one of the first steps of internalization
through clathrin binding [10]. See figure 2.1 for a schematic example.

One example of a GPCR is the angiotensin II type 1 receptor (AT1R) which primar-
ily couples to Gαq[11]. AT1R binds angiotensin II (Ang II), a vasopressor (increase
in cardiovascular pressure). It couples to dopamine type 1 like (D1R) receptors
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which binds dopamine, a vasodilator (decrease in cardiovascular pressure), and
signals mainly through Gαs. These two GPCRs act in opposite directions when
it comes to regulating blood pressure and activation of one also blocks signaling
through the second, further strengthening the response [12]. This type of regulation
is common in cells and in order to solely characterize AT1R signaling cascades a
simpler cell system lacking D1R is preferred as a model system. Once the part of
(or entire) signaling pathway has been characterized a more complex cell system
should be used to verify that the found signaling pathway actually is activated, or
if not, find the circumstances where it does (see paper I for an example of this).

2.3 Ion Channels

Ion channels is a second class of membrane proteins. They form gated pores in
membranes allowing specific ions to pass through when they are opened. There
are two main subtypes of ion channels, ligand- and voltage-gated ion channels.
Depending on the type they can for example help shape action potentials in neurons
or allow Na+ filtering in kidney cells. Ion channels always work along the ions
electrochemical gradients and allow for extremely rapid flow-through of ions. Ion
channels make up a huge family of proteins that is subdivided in multiple levels.
First channels are separated into ligand or voltage gated, secondly which ion they
are permeable to and finally the specifics of channel activation [13]. A schematic
representation of the CaV 1 (high voltage activated dihydropyridine-sensitive Ca2+

channel) family subunits can be seen in figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Structure of CaV 1 family. The α subunit determines the specific member. β, γ and
δ subunits remain the same.
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One example of the CaV 1 family is CaV 1.2 which is a Ca2+ permeable channel
studied in paper I. It is a L-type voltage gated channel, meaning membrane voltage
will determine the opening and closing frequency of the channel, and it is insensitive
to small changes in membrane voltage (1.2 refers to the specific channel among the
four channels that can all be described by the above description and refers to the
specific α subunit, in this case α1C). It is mainly expressed in cardiac or smooth
muscle cells but is also present in brain tissue and, on the mRNA level, detected in
lymphocytes [14].

2.4 Na+, K+-ATPase

The Na+, K+-ATPase (NKA) is a protein complex made up from three subunits,
α, β and γ. The NKA is expressed in all eucaryotic cell type and is responsible for
pumping three Na+ out of the cell and two K+ into the cell for each pump cycle
in exchange for one molecule of ATP. NKA pumps ions against their concentra-
tion gradients, generating the electro-chemical gradients other proteins require for
their function [15]. The different subunits perform different functions where the α
subunit is the pump with ion binding pockets. The β subunit is responsible for
transportation to and insertion into the plasma membrane for the complex and the
γ subunit is catalytic. The different α subunit isoforms operate at different turnover
rates and at different ion concentrations. In the past decade evidence has emerged
that NKA also acts as a signaling transducer for cardiotonic steroids involved in
rescue from apoptosis [16].

2.5 Apoptosis

Apoptosis, or programmed cell death, is the end result of two distinct pathways,
the intrinsic (or mitochondrial) and extrinsic apoptotic pathways. The principal
difference of the two pathways is if the signal to undergo apoptosis originates from
within (intrinsic) or from outside (extrinsic) the cell. Apoptosis only occurs in
multicelluar organisms and is a means of saving the surrounding cells and tissue
from a defective cell, during tissue development or in wound healing [17].

BH4 BH3 BH2BH1 TM

BH4 BH3 BH2BH1 TM

Bcl2
Bclx

L

BH3 BH2BH1 TM

BH3 BH2BH1 TM

Bax
Bak

BH3

BH3

Bid
Bad

Anti-apoptotic

Pro-apoptotic

BH3 domain

Figure 2.3: Schematic structure of the Bcl-2 family of proteins involved in pro, anti apoptotic
regulation and BH3 only proteins. BHx represent the different Bcl-2 homology (BH) domains
(1-4) and TM the trans membrane domain.
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In paper VI we have focused on the intrinsic pathway. The initial, mitochondrial,
steps of the intrinsic pathway are tightly regulated by the Bcl-2 family of proteins
(some of the members with their similarities are shown in figure 2.3). One part of
this family is pro-apoptotic and a second part is anti-apoptotic. The balance be-
tween these two proteins, if disturbed, will determine the fate of any given cell. Un-
der normal, healthy, conditions the anti-apoptotic members keep the pro-apoptotic
members either away from the mitochondria or inactivated (the exact mechanisms
and timings are as of yet unknown). By inactivating some of the anti-apoptotic
proteins, as part of the apoptotic signaling cascade, the pro-apoptotic proteins can
damage the mitochondrial outer membrane and assist in pore formation through
the mitochondrial membranes. This will in turn lead to cytochrome c release and
subsequent, terminal, DNA fragmentation and cell death [18].

A schematic of the intrinsic apoptotic pathway with the key proteins involved that
are included in this study, can be found in figure 2.4.

MitochondriaBad

Bid

Intrinsic apoptosis stimuli

Bcl-2

Bcl-xL

Bax

Bak

VDAC1

Cytochrome c

Caspase-9

Caspase-3 & 7Apoptosis

MOMP

Figure 2.4: Part of the intrinsic apoptotic signaling pathway. Under resting conditions Bad, Bid,
Bax and Bak are inhibited by Bcl-2 and Bcl-xL. Activation of Bad/Bid due to intrinsic apoptotic
stimuli leads to inhibition of Bcl-xL/Bcl-2 and activation of Bax/Bad. Bax/Bad will in turn form
mitochondrial outer membrane pores (MOMP), either together with VDAC or in homo/hetero
clusters. These pores leads to cytochrome c release into the cytosole which in turn will activate a
cascade of caspases and result in DNA fragmentation and cell death.



Chapter 3

Biochemistry in bioimaging

Biochemistry is important in bioimaging for one main reason, sample preparation.
The best microscope in the world can at best only show you what is present in
the sample being imaged. If the preparation of the sample introduced artifacts or
ruined the structure being investigated nothing useful can be gained from imaging
the sample. This chapter details the basics of sample preparations and highlights
some of the many possible pitfalls and considerations in sample preparation for
bioimaging.

3.1 Immunocytochemistry

Immunocytochemistry (ICC) labels biological samples and has been in use since
1941 [19, 20]. Antibodies recognizing protein specific antigens (epitopes) are used
to attached a reporter to each protein in the sample. The standard to date has
been to use two antibodies, one against the target of interest (primary antibody)
and one against the primary antibody (secondary antibody) that carries the re-
porter. The reporter can be a fluorescent label, typically organic dyes of some kind
selected with subsequent imaging technique in mind. The system of primary and
secondary antibodies allows for easy adaptation and change of reporter depending
on the current requirements. A schematic representation of primary and secondary
antibody labeling can be seen in figure 3.1.

The drawback with using antibodies is mainly that they tend to stick to undesired
epitopes and often fail to detect a specific splice variant of a given protein. This
gives a high background against which the true signal needs to be identified, and is
mainly dealt with by blocking of epitopes and thorough washing. A second problem
has, since the advent of super resolution microscopy, also become a concern. The
size of an antibody is in the order of 10 nm [21], depending on orientation of the
antibody complex the reporter can be situated as much as 20-25 nm away from
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a b c

Figure 3.1: The basic steps of ICC. a: A protein of interest is chosen and fixed. b: a primary
antibody recognizing an epitope on the protein of interest is chosen and applied. c: a secondary
antibody conjugated to an organic dye is chosen that recognizes the primary antibody is used to
allow for imaging.

the protein being investigated. With precisions for single-molecule localization
microscopy (for locating individual events) being the same size regime this can be a
major source of artifacts. As part screening for which antibodies to use in a study,
the specificity needs to be tested, does the antibody recognize the protein with low
non-specific affinity. Depending on choice of fixation some epitopes can become
inaccessible or structures can be distorted. Care needs to be taken when choosing
and evaluating which specific fixation method to use.

3.2 Transfection

With the cloning of the first fluorescent protein, Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP),
[22], which discovery and development rewarded Roger Y. Tsien, Osamu Shimo-
mura, and Martin Chalfie the Nobel Price in Chemistry 2008, the principal build-
ing block for a genetic fluorescent reporter was available. Through developments
in molecular cloning, the replication of one molecule/protein within another host
organism, the basic toolbox for generating and incorporating these probes were
made available. Expression of a fusion proteins between GFP (or other fluorescent
proteins) with a protein of interest in cells or animals have since the early 1990s
allowed for live studies of protein dynamics through bioimaging. Today there exists
a large number of fluorescent proteins from several wild type sources that has been
developed for specific properties that suit one or more situations. Selecting the
correct probe in each case is of critical importance for a successful experimental
setup [23].

One of the main drawbacks in using molecular cloning is the standard method of
getting the new genetic material into cells. This can be accomplished through a
transient transfection where circular plasmid DNA is inserted through the mem-
brane and the cells internal translation machinery recognizes the new DNA as native
and transcribes it into a protein. A problem arises as the circular plasmid is signifi-
cantly smaller then the gene endogenously encoding the protein is and thus in most
cases all regulatory machinery is lost. As a consequence the cell can (depending
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among others on choice of promotor) produce far greater numbers of this exogenous
protein then it does for it’s exogenous variant. This over-expression can result in
abnormal protein distributions and cell behavior, and thus needs to be taken into
account when working with transfected systems. A illustrative example taken from
the data included in paper IV can be seen in figure 3.2.

a b

250 nm 250 nm

Figure 3.2: Over-expression artifacts. HEK239a cells stained for NKAα1 with antibodies con-
jugated with Alexa 647 and analyzed through SMLM imaging. Material taken from paper IV.
a: control conditions, showing the plasma membrane density under normal conditions. b: during
over-expression of the target protein the plasma membrane density is increased.

3.2.1 Gene editing
The concern with over-expression has led the prokaryote field to use genetic engi-
neering and gene editing to generate fusion proteins and mutants where the reg-
ulatory machinery has been kept intact for decades. For the eukaryote field this
has also been possible but significantly more time consuming to achieve in practice.
This has changed in recent years with the design of the CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing
system that was published in 2012 and quickly followed by implementations by var-
ious groups in both transgenic animals and cell lines (see summary: [24]). Through
use of the cells own DNA repair machinery, genetic engineering in eukaryote cells
is now feasible for most if not all labs in the world with development times in the
order of weeks to months, which is seen in the wide use of the method today [25].
In the coming decades this will, in the authors opinion, lead to the same demand on
regulation controlled protein expression that is currently the norm in the prokary-
ote field. Whilst controls of successful integration and expression are required, gene
editing removes the over-expression artifact completely.





Chapter 4

Bioimaging

Biological imaging refers to imaging of biological structures, in real time, in live
systems, or in fixed samples. It encompasses imaging of a single protein within cells,
tissue and/or organs. Several imaging techniques are employed, including electron
microscopy, nuclear magnetic resonance, X-ray, fluorescence and light. The focus
of this thesis is solely on fluorescence bioimaging.

4.1 Fluorescence

Fluoresence is the spontaneous emission of a photon a short time after an electron
has been excited above it’s ground state and then relaxed back to it’s ground state.
For the purpose of this thesis, excitation is generated by another photon. The
exciation is achieved with a (blue shifted, shorter wavelength) photon having high
energy. Via vibrational / rotational relaxation some excess energy is lost and the
emission is thus always via a red shifted (longer wavelength) photon. In essence it is
the resulting light generated when an organic dye or fluorescent protein is exposed
to light of a given wavelength. This is typically achieved by the use of a laser as
excitation source. The process is visualized in figure 4.1.

4.1.1 Förster resonance energy transfer
Förster (or fluoresence) resonance energy transfer (FRET) [26] is a process used in
bioimaging for measuring separation of two probes [27]. A FRET probe consists
of a donor and acceptor pair of fluorescent proteins or dyes. Knowledge of probe
distances is then interpreted as protein dynamics, interactions, or in the case of bio
sensors (designed proteins that change FRET efficiency based on ligand binding),
ligand concentration change. By exciting the donor fluorophore the absorbed energy
can, if the acceptor is close enough, be transformed and cause the acceptor to emit
a detectable photon. In simplified terms the following happens (see figure 4.2 for a
schematic explanation):

13
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Figure 4.1: Jablonski diagram depicting a photon exciting an ground state electron to the S2
state from which is through vibrational relaxation returned to the S1 state. From there the
electron relaxes radiatively to the ground state by emitting a photon of energy S0 - S1.

1. The donor electron relaxes back to the lowest singlet state S1.

2. The electron is then returned to ground state in the donor molecule. The
energy released subsequently excites an acceptor ground state electron.

3. The excited acceptor electron finally relaxes to it’s lowest singlet state S1 and
returns to ground state by emitting a photon (red shifted).
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Figure 4.2: Schematic diagram of FRET. The excited donor electron returns to ground state
and excites a acceptor electron which in turn will relax to ground state by fluoresence.

FRET is a very distance dependent phenomena and requires the acceptor’s excita-
tion spectra to overlap with the donor’s emission spectrum. The efficiency of energy
transfer is given by equation 4.1 with r represents the donor-acceptor distance and
R0 the characteristic Förster radius which typically is within 1 to 6 nm.
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E = 1
1 + ( r

R0
)6 (4.1)

The Förster radius depends on the degree of overlap between the donor emission
spectrum and acceptor excitation spectrum as well as the quantum yield of the
donor in absence of acceptor, as well as the donor and acceptor dipole orientations,
which needs to be parallel for maximum efficiency.

4.2 Microscope techniques

Fluorescence bioimaging encompasses the use of many different types of microscope
designs and techniques. Described below are brief introductions to the various
techniques that has been used in this thesis.

4.2.1 Wide field

Wide field microscopy is the most straightforward of all imaging techniques. The
illumination is generated to illuminate the entire sample. The sample can then
directly be viewed through the eyepiece of the microscope or projected onto a
camera. The problem with wide field illumination is out of focus illumination where
objects outside the focal plane interfere with the image, blurring it. If the object
of interest is close to the coverslip the sample is mounted on the illumination light
can be sent of axis and totally reflected against glass sample. This is called total
internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) imaging [28] and allows for optical sectioning
a few 100 nm thick. A schematic of TIRF microscopy can be seen in figure 4.3.

Cover glass

Sample

Immersion oil

Objective

Laser beam

Figure 4.3: Schematic representation of TIRF illumination and detection.

The principal strength of wide field imaging is imaging speed as a large field of
view is detected on a camera. Wide field microscopy thus finds a niche within ion
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reporter live imaging (calcium / sodium etc imaging) as well as histology. Single-
molecule localization microscopy also uses a basic wide field setup if typically with
more power for lasers for excitation [29].

4.2.2 Confocal laser scanning microscope

The confocal laser scanning microscope (confocal microscope) [30] manages by its
design principle out of focus emission on the detection side. By inserting a small,
adjustable, opening (pinhole) into the optical pathway only light emitted close to
the focal plane is transmitted to the detector. The second part of the confocal
system is the point scanning laser excitation part [31]. Rather then detecting the
entire field of view directly using a camera the excitation beam is scanned over the
sample and the image is acquired one pixel at a time. This can improve radial
resolution but at the cost of image acquisition time as compared to wide field. A
schematic representation of the basic confocal microscope design can be found in
figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: a: Schematic setup of a confocal laser scanning microscope. b: effect of different
diameter of the pinhole on the psf of the microscope, ranging from 4 to 0.5 airy units (AU) showing
trade off between resolution improvement and signal.

4.2.3 Stimulated emission depletion microscopy

Stimulated emission depletion (STED) was one of the first ways of achieving be-
yond diffraction limited resolution in fluorescence microscopy [32]. By scanning the
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sample with two laser beams, one for normal excitation of the fluorophore and a
second one that has been shaped to have zero intensity in it’s center that pushes
excited fluorophores into the ground state through stimulated emission, spacial sep-
aration of fluorophores becomes possible. A illustrative example of this can be seen
in figure 4.5. This will in essence provide a finer pen with which to paint the sam-
ple. As it is a point scanning technique, originally with confocal z-resolution (but
3D improved axial resolution improvement STED does also exist) it takes time to
acquire a image. In contrast to most other super resolution techniques, the image
acquired is however in no need for further processing and raw data can be used (i.e.
SMLM or SIM). A drawback is that due to the intensities involved and the direct
relationship between STED beam intensity and achieved resolution improvement,
only a few specific photostable organic dyes can be used to good effect.

a b

Figure 4.5: Principal of STED. a: A normal PSF (green) of a confocal microscope, a depletion
spot with zero intensity in the center (i.e. donut, red) and the overlap between the two with
effective shrinkage of the confocal green PSF (retained green spot). b: Example confocal and
STED image (courtesy of Daniel Jans, KTH, Sweden) of the mitochondrial protein Mic-60 (fire)
and cytoskeletal protein tubilin (green).

4.2.4 Single-molecule localization microscopy

Single-molecule localization microscopy (SMLM) hails from single-molecule track-
ing where a sparsely labeled sample has it’s fluorescent tagged labels tracked over
time, analysed with sub pixel precision by finding the center of each detected fluo-
rescence emission event.
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There are many different acronyms in use for SMLM techniques (STORM [33],
PALM [34], fPALM [35], dSTORM [36], GSDIM [37] differing in the way a subset
of molecules are turned on and off). Here I will exclusively use the acronym SMLM
regardless of the switching method employed. The common approach is to activate
and image only a small, sparse, subset of all fluorescent molecules in any given
frame, localize them and repeat until ideally all fluorescent molecules have been
localized. A basic example of this can be seen in figure 4.6. The differently named
SMLM techniques differ in how a subset of fluorophores are activated and switched
off again, as well as what types of reporters that are used. After image acquisition
all these 2D techniques can be treated in the same manner however.
In SMLM, a sample is labeled and using a wide field microscope setup most fluores-
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z distance [nm]

repeat 25 000 times

2 µm
Mitofilin

a b c

2 µm

Figure 4.6: Example SMLM experiment. a: Wide field image of U2OS cell stained for mito-
chondrial protein Mitofilin. b: sequential PRILM (3D SMLM modality) images. The complete
dataset includes 25 000 images. c: Rendered image of the localized complete image stack. Color
scale has been chosen to code for z-depth.

cent molecules are switched into a dark, non visible state. Depending on the type of
method this is done differently, but as an example when working with STORM the
organic dyes used are illuminated with strong excitation light. Through relaxation,
either unassisted or through back pumping with UV laser light (405 nm in most
cases) a sparse subset of the dye molecules are returned to the singlet state capable
of being excited and emit fluorescene. When chosen correctly each dye molecule
will be in excess of 500 nm from every other active molecule and it’s center can be
located through knowledge of the point spread function of a point emitter detected
by the microscope. This process of imaging is repeated tens of thousand of times to
acquire, after processing, super resolved data. The processing is explained in more
detail in 5.1 but in short the center of each fluorescent molecule is located and its
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coordinates stored in a table. This localization table represent the end result of the
experiment. For visualization of SMLM data it is common to render a user selected
pixel size image where pixel intensity correlates with number of localization within
each pixel. Analysis of SMLM data are best performed on the localization table,
not a rendered image of the final result.

SMLM can be either 2D or 3D depending on choice of optical setup. 3D information
can be encoded in the signal by introducing a aberration in the optical pathway
[38–41]. For example distortion of the point spread function (PSF) is mapped
against z position above and below the focus plane in a calibration experiment and
this information is used to decode the 3D information. Most techniques for 3D
SMLM imaging report 1-1.5 µm z-depth. In practice though, with real samples,
a 0.5-0.8 µm z-slice can truthfully be recorded at the same time, mainly due to
sample preparation errors and signal loss for far out of focus molecules.

4.2.5 Structured illumination microscopy

Structured illumination microscopy (SIM) breaks the diffraction barrier by impos-
ing a patterned illumination. In the simplest approach, equally spaced lines are
used that are then rotated. The patterned excitation spatially "interfere" with the
samples generated emission, setting up beat frequencies. This allow high frequency
information (i.e. higher spatial resolution) to be down converted and detected by
the microscope in all directions (2D and 3D) [42]. By combining these images
in the processing step a up to two times resolution improvement is possible. By
introducing non-linear effects SIM can be pushed significantly further [43]. The bio-
logical implementation of non-linear SIM has however thus far proved to be difficult.

SIM is a wide field super resolution method where resolution is traded for acquisition
speed. With custom design of filters and tweaks to algorithms any fluorophore
can in principle be used though shorter wavelength probes yields the best result
with respect to resolution. For slower biological processes, on the order of several
seconds, SIM is the most accessible super resolution method for recording living
cells. The principal difference being in illumination power, which is on the same
order as any normal wide field method and thus orders of magnitude less then
STED or SMLM techniques. The limitation in time resolution stems from that 3-5
images (one per rotation) needs to be obtained before any change to the biological
system has occurred. For the faster commercial systems, image acquisition of one
complete SIM dataset takes <1 second.
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Figure 4.7: Example SIM experiment. a: U2OS cell stained for mitochondrial Mic-60, cytoskele-
tal protein αtubilin and cytoskeletal protein actin imaged with WF. b: example patterns that can
be imposed onto the image to generate the raw SIM data (not the actual patterns used). c: The
final SIM result of the region outlined in white in a.

4.3 Probes in bioimaging

The choice of which fluorescent probe used in bioimaging require some considera-
tions. Selection of the best fluorescent probe or reporter for each experiment is of
crucial importance for the success of the experiment. Several steps of design needs
to be considered:

• Firstly, will fluorescent proteins or organic dyes be used?

• Secondly, how many different targets is required to be tagged?

• Thirdly, which target is most important and is any duo or triplet more im-
portant together then others.

• Lastly, will the sample be imaged live or will it first be fixed.

Fluorescent proteins are typically more suitable for live imaging but they require
being expressed in the cells somehow. Either through transient transfection or
genome incorporation. Genome editing is more time consuming but will give en-
dogenous cell protein regulation whereas transient expression allows for faster mod-
ifications testing and evaluation to be performed. Organic dyes can be used in living
cells through use of for example click chemistry [44] but the number of membrane
permeable dyes are limited. Organic dyes do offer significantly better fluorescent
properties, better quantum yield, fatigues slower and don’t suffer of potential arti-
ficial clustering (many fluorescent proteins prefer to form multi-protein complexes).
Multiplexing, or simultaneous imaging of multiple tags, is possible through careful
selection of fluorescent probes by separating probes by either (or both) excitation
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or emission. By carefully choosing which excitation wavelengths to use and what
filters to use to separate emission from figure 4.8 three fluorophores can be imaged
in sequence (or more for other combinations).
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Figure 4.8: Through careful selection of fluorescent properties multiplexing is possible. By
selecting excitation laser wave lengths and narrow detection band pass filters the three fluorophores
can be separated.





Chapter 5

Image analysis

Cell are ordered into types that share common features. Whilst within a cell type
very strong similarities do exist, differences become apparent with more sensitive
analysis methods. Individual cells differ in terms of exact protein copy number,
exact ion concentrations, stage of cell cycle, etc. All this makes the cells very
much individual and any study on effects of treatment or mutation will quickly
become a population study where observations in a single individual cell gets little
focus. In other words, the mean value of a measurement parameter in biology often
obscures the heterogeneity that is present. However, translating observations to
quantifiable numbers is often not straightforward, especially so when using super-
resolution microscopy. On the other hand, super-resolution microscopy provides
a depth of information previously unavailable that, if quantifiable through new
analysis methods, can prove to be instrumental in biological research. Detailed
within this chapter are some of the considerations required for super resolution
image analysis.

5.1 SMLM

Most 2D single-molecule localization techniques can be analyzed in the same man-
ner. Once a sparse enough dataset is present where individual fluorescent events
are clearly separable within each frame, the center coordinates and precision of fit
of each event can be calculated. This is most often done in one of two ways:

1. Calculate the center of mass of the local region surrounding the strongest
pixel. This is the fastest, but least accurate method.

2. Fit the region surrounding to the center pixel (for example a 5x5 pixel grid)
to a psf model that yields x-y center coordinates and fit parameters as output.
This is the more accurate but slower of the two approaches. The psf model
is most often a 2D Gaussian (see equation 5.1), illustrative example of which

23
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can be seen in figure 5.1. The method of fitting a multi parameter model to
data varies, trading between speed and accuracy [45].

g(x, y) = A· e
−( x−x̂

σ2
x

+ y−ŷ

σ2
y

)
(5.1)

Where (x,y) is the current coordinate and x̂ and ŷ are the center coordinates of the
Gaussian. σx and σy are is the standard deviation of the Gaussian and A is the
amplitude. σx and σy relates to the, for example in STED microscopy, commonly
reported full width at half maximum (FWHM) as seen in equation 5.2.

FWHM = 2
√

2ln2· σ (5.2)

Following initial fitting and localization further processing is typically required.
Filtering of fits is typically required to deal with bad fits and artifacts where the
algorithms have not performed as intended. As data acquisition takes minutes
at least, the experimental data needs to be corrected for drift. This is typically
performed in one of two ways, tracking of fiducial markers where fixed fluorescent
beads are imaged along with the sample and the center of the beads are kept fixed
by shifting the localization table as appropriate. Alternatively the experimental
data is binned in time and the spatial correlation function between blocks of bins
is maximized.

Figure 5.1: Ideal single fluorophore emission and a line profile of intensity through the center.
The computational task for SMLM analysis starts with the fitting of the center coordinates (and
the precision of that fit). The height (i.e. number of photons) determines how well this can be
achieved.
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5.1.1 Analysis artifacts
As with any algorithm working on large datasets to generate a significantly smaller
output one needs to be aware that the assumed model can skew the analysis (nega-
tively). The two most common artifacts with developed softwares are false detection
and missed events, i.e. the algorithm either reports particles where there are none
or it misses some particles. Care must be taken to reduce these during algorithm
development and subsequent use. What can also cause concern during develop-
ment is also the change of coordinate system, something that is less important for
square images but become apparent as soon as a rectangular image is used as input.

When developing new software for image analysis, effort should be put into gen-
erating a good set of test data that is well known but include all thinkable input
variations that can occur. A few such input variations are:

• Signal to noise. Alternating this allows the developer to identify at what
point the algorithms might break down.

• Image input size. Is dimension handling correct. By using longitudinal or
horizontal rectangular images as input this is quickly discovered.

• Varied center locations, alternate the center offset between different inputs.
Some solutions work well for centered data and breaks down along the borders.
Find the restraints of the algorithm to either improve them or take them into
account.

• Large data sets. Some algorithms can not handle to large inputs. Find the
limits of the algorithm and create a solution to handle big data input.

Development of analysis algorithms is continuously improving the speed and accu-
racy of image analysis.

5.1.2 3D
By introducing an out of focus dependent distortion of the psf distance (and direc-
tion) from the plane of focus, axial information of location can be determined. In
order to illustrate this we’ll go through phase ramp imaging localization microscopy
(PRILM,[41]), the 3D SMLM method used in Carl Zeiss Elyra PS.1.
By inserting a PRILM element (essentially a piece of glass) wedged into half of the
optical pathway after the sample the psf gets split into two lobes (see figure 5.2a-c
for example). The angle between the two lobes of this new psf correlates directly
with distance offset from the focus plane (i.e. axial z position). It is directionally
sensitive, so -100 nm and + 100 nm looks different. By acquiring a z-stack of a
sparse bead sample we can obtain the psf profile for different z-positions. This
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image stack is after fitting used to generate a lookup table of paired z offset with
angle that will translate angle to height in the samples that are imaged. 3 slices
from a z stack for PRILM calibration and the resulting calibration curve can be
found in figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Calibration images for a PRILM setup and resulting graph used for translating angle
between lobes in radians to z position. panel a is below the focus plane, panel b is at the focus
plane and panel c is above the focus plane. Scalebars are 100 nm. d: The resulting calibration
curve for angle - depth translation.

Once the calibration is made, 3D localization can be obtained by calculating the
angle between the two lobes of the psf for each single molecule detection event. X
and Y coordinates are obtained as the center point between both lobes. For X and
Y there is also a spectral shift that needs to be taken into account for any real
microscope data (i.e. non simulated), this is also obtained from the calibration. By
calculating the X and Y position of the z = 0 nm slice, changes from this point in
any other slices are offset to match the in focus localization.

5.2 Cluster analysis

More resolving power in fluorescence microscopes has created a demand for new
ways of analyzing data. We can now clearly show that some proteins that previ-
ously was thought to co-localize as shown by calculations of Pearson correlation
coefficient [46] for confocal images are in fact not close to each other to physically
interact.

New methods of describing protein-protein interactions have been introduced into
the field of fluorescence microscopy with cluster and nearest neighbor analysis [47].
Methods that have been in use for some time in other fields but have until the
last decade been mostly superfluous. Super resolution imaging, and SMLM in par-
ticular, can give rise to a very high number of particles/clusters in the analysis.
Through use of statistical descriptions of clusters and local variation in density or
through calculations of distribution of nearest neighbor distances protein interac-
tions can be described. A brief description of some of the currently used cluster
analysis methods can be seen in figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: a: Confocal overlapping proteins (green), actual centers far away from each other
(orange). b: The distance from the particle of origin to it’s closest neighbor of the relevant
kind is the nearest neighbor distance. c: By calculating the nearest neighbor distances for all
particles a statistical description can be made as shown in the histogram. d: Ripley’s H function
is calculated as the number of particles within a growing circle (or sphere in 3D) surrounding each
particle. The count for each radius (r) is normalized to be comparable. e: Ripley’s H function
has an expected value of 0 if no clustering is found. f: Pair correlation is calculated by finding the
number of particles included in a thin band with increasing radius (r) surrounding each particle. It
is normalized to the general density of the sample and thus shows variation in density surrounding
each particle. g: Peaks in the pair correlation graph indicates clustering at these distances. The
cluster size can be calculated by fitting a exponential decay to g(r) (g(r) = amplitude ·e−r/ζ , and
ζ is the cluster size.)

The three different kinds of data analysis on SMLM and STED data included in
this thesis are described below. The implementation of these algorithms can be
found in the Present Studies chapter (chapter 6). Difficulties with interpreting the
applied analysis stems again from the precision of the measurement and the possible
influence from probe size. When we are imaging and assumed to describe protein
locations as the center of the detected fluorescent, i.e. the core of our probes. These
probes are never in the exact position as the protein. Introduction of unnatural
amino acid tags capable of binding a fluorophore directly or use of smaller size affin-
ity molecules can place it close [48]. In most cases today however, both primary
and secondary antibodies are used, introducing in worst case a 40 - 50 nm distance
for two interacting proteins. An example of this can be seen in figure 5.4 where
two groups of localizations have been placed 5 a.u. apart and shifted by a Poisson
distribution centered around 0 to simulate two probes being situated 5 a.u. apart.

Depending on the precision of the measurement this is then further increased in
the worst case scenario.

5.2.1 Nearest neighbor analysis

The most intuitive method of describing protein-protein interaction from microscopy
data is through nearest neighbor analysis [49]. The distance from each protein to
it’s closest neighbor is calculated and summarized in a histogram. Shifts in the
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Figure 5.4: Simulation of probe separation where two groups of localizations have been placed
5 a.u. apart and shifted by a Poisson distribution centered around 0 to simulate two probes being
situated 5 a.u. apart. a: Two interacting proteins with true distance and artificial distance due to
orientation and epitope location of the probes and proteins. b-d: Cluster analysis of two probes
placed 5 a.u. apart. b: Ripley’s K function. c: Pair correlation. d: nearest neighbor.

histogram during treatment or due to other experimental changes indicates shifts
in the topological behavior.

5.2.2 Ripley’s
Introduced in 1976 [50] Ripley’s K function (K̂(r)) describes variations in local to
global density and is calculated as shown in equation 5.3.

K̂(r) = λ−1·
∑

i

∑
i ̸=j

I(dij < r)/n (5.3)

λ is the global density of the sample, n the number of detected single-molecule
events (points) in the sample and dij is the distance between points i and j. If the
distance is below r, I, the indicator function, is 1, otherwise 0. This is summed for
all points and typically repeated for several r to show search radius dependency.
K̂(r) has an expected value of πr2, positive deviation from this indicates clustering
and negative deviation from this indicates dispersion. For easier interpretation K̂(r)
is often modified to L̂(r) as shown in equation 5.4.

L̂(r) =
√

K̂(r)/π (5.4)

L̂(r) has an expected value of r and is interpreted in the same way as K̂(r). L̂(r)
is further modified to Ripley’s H function, Ĥ(r) as shown in equation 5.5.

Ĥ(r) = L̂(r) − r (5.5)
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Ĥ(r) has an expected value of 0 making interpretation more straightforward with
positive values indicating clustering at the relevant distance and negative dispersion
compared to the global density.

5.2.3 Pair correlation

Pair correlation (or as it is called in statistical mechanics, radial distribution func-
tion) [51, 52], g(r) describes the variation in density in the proximity of particles.
A g(r) with amplitude of 2 indicates that at distance r the density surrounding the
particles are twice that of the mean global density and a amplitude of 0.5 indicates
a local density half the global mean density. g(r) is calculated as shown in equation
5.6:

g(r) =
∑

i

∑
i̸=j δ((r + dr) > dij > r)

2π((r + dr)2 − r2)· n· ρ
(5.6)

Where ρ is the density of the particles being investigated, δ is 1 if the investigated
particle is between r and dr from the particle of origin and 0 otherwise (distance
between particle i and j is dij). The normalization used is the area of the thin
band (2π((r + dr)2 − r2). The main difference between K̂(r) and g(r) lies in that
the region being investigated for K̂(r) is the total area (or volume for 3D) within a
radius of r whereas g(r) describes differences occurring in a thin (dr) band at the
periphery of a circle with radius r.

5.2.4 Density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise
(DBSCAN)

Both Ripleys functions and pair correlation are radial in their approach and are
best suited for cluster analysis where there is no larger structure imposed on the
cluster. An alternative approach for cluster identification taken from data mining
of databases. It identifies clusters based on variation in density, defining clusters as
regions of high density surrounded by lower density regions. Two parameters define
the performance of this approach called DBSCAN [53], minPts and ϵ. Any point
surrounded by minPts number of points (including itself) within an distance, ϵ, is
considered a core point and thus a cluster. Any two connected core points form
a continuous cluster. Any points ϵ distance from a core point is considered part
of the same cluster but if it does not have sufficient number of neighbors it forms
a border of the cluster. The method is very sensitive to parameter choice but is
capable of describing clusters of any shape.

5.2.5 Ordering points to identify the clustering structure
(OPTICS)

OPTICS [54] is very similar to DBSCAN and was introduced three years later.
The main difference lies in that OPTICS orders the list of points so that neighbors
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Figure 5.5: Synthetic data from three poison distributed clusters of varied density and a square
random noise function. a: DBSCAN locates the two denser clusters correctly but fails to find the
complete lower density cluster. b: OPTICS locates all three clusters correctly. c: the dendogram
behind the OPTICS data in b. The valleys representing the clusters are clearly visibly.

become close to each other in the list of data points where DBSCAN will run on
the input list. The principal rationale behind developing OPTICS was to address
a key problem of DBSCAN, that of identifying clusters of varying density.
To solve this problem OPTICS require a parameter minPts, the number of points
required to form a cluster. Each point is assigned a core distance that is the distance
to the minPts’s closest point. The reachability distance from a point i to a second
point j is the maximum of the core distance of i or the distance between i and
j. Clustered points will have a low reachability whereas lone points have a high
reachability.

By ordering the datapoints between their nearest neighbors peaks in a plotted
dendogram (see figure 5.5 c for an example), where list index and reachability is
plotted, clusters can be identified as valleys separated by peaks. Thresholding the
data based on the appearance of the dendogram allows for extraction of clusters,
see figure 5.5 for an illustrative example of DBSCAN, OPTICS and dendogram
interpretation.

5.3 Operator independent analysis

Operator independent image analysis aims to remove the user bias from the process
of choosing what data to include. With super resolution imaging in particular,
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the amount of data available from any given imaging experiment together with
biological variability allows for almost any situation to be seen within a sample.
What typically will change during treatment will be mean response. As such, if
chosen poorly, relevant findings can be missed or small statistical outliers be seen
as significant. Automation of image analysis and subsequent statistical analysis of
the data allows for a operator independent analysis where user bias can be removed
completely. Subsequent partition of data into statistically different bins allows for
more detailed description of the sample response. This route puts great emphasis
on proper analysis code writing and algorithm optimization. Optimization in this
case mostly being toward error minimization (accuracy), not speed.





Chapter 6

Present studies

This thesis builds upon the work I have conducted during my PhD studies. I will in
this chapter go through the studies and highlight some of the problems we solved
along the way to get where we are today.

6.1 AT1-receptor signaling and calcium imaging

GPCR signaling is interconnected with many processes and parallel signaling cas-
cades in cells and tissue. For me, coming from a background in physical chemistry,
the first project of my PhD studies provided an excellent opportunity to learn cell
biology. It provided a humbling introduction to a field of study where interconnec-
tivity (i.e. biological complexity) plays a much more important role than anything
I had previously encountered.

Whilst attempting to investigate the signaling properties of the angiotensin II type 1
receptor (AT1R, see paper I) to low doses of AngII we found a unexpected response.
Non saturating levels of AngII, levels that would typically be found in tissue, did
not desensitize AT1R. Instead, a strengthening of response was observed. We could
conclude that proper Ca2+ imaging was required to see this effect. As with most
investigations, attention to a number of details of the applied method is important.

Moreover, a concern in general for all microscope imaging methods is sample drift.
A solution, apart from correctly calibrating the microscope stage is to allow the
microscope stand to temperature equilibrate when using a heated stage. In the
worst case scenario, if not taken care of, sample movement will be detected as cell
signaling dynamics and non-relevant conclusions will be drawn.

33
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Additionally, a second solution that we also employed in parallel was the use of
a calcium indicator that is ratio-metric. For this work we settled on using Fura
Red which can be images in a ratio-metric way with no additional indicator whilst
still providing absolute calcium concentrations (with calibration). Further it has
a binding coefficient in the correct range for cytosolic calcium imaging. For most
ratio-metric measurements two indicators are used. This makes the problem of
chelation much larger then for a single indicator. Chelation in this context means
that the substance being investigated is buffered. Buffering of a signaling substance
carries the potential of completely changing the behavior of the signaling cascade
and is something that require the use of the minimal amount of indicator possible
to decrease the impact of chelation. A high level of calcium reporter dye loading
will result in cell damage

Cell lines allows to study signaling with less of the interfering components present,
making manipulation and readout cleaner. The challenge lies in translating the cell
line findings to a more complex system, something that sometimes is not possible.
Cell lines are also easier to work with, making changes in experimental protocol
faster to implement. Another concern in GPCR signaling studies are the inter-
connectivity of it’s signaling with other receptors and ion channels. By starting
our experiments in a cell line allowed us to work out what essential protocols were
required to, if overlapping with HEK293a results, would verify that our findings
were not a artifact of a incomplete signaling system. Working with AT1R - CaV 1.2
interaction studies the effects were more dramatic in cell lines (HEK293a) versus
primary ventricular cardiomyocytes and vascular smooth muscle cells.

We could verify that there is a regulation of AT1R signaling by CaV 1.2. During
the time we were working on the project a study [55] reported similar control by
calcium channels on GPCR signaling. Taken together with our study it is shown
that GPCRs can be regulated by VGCC, a previously unknown phenomena. No
clear evidence for an interaction or interaction exists to date. A more precise
explanation is a topic for future studies that at least I hope are pending.

6.2 FRET as tool for study of protein-protein interaction

Whilst working on trying to understand how the modulation of AT1R signaling by
CaV 1.2 was achieved we studied direct GPCR activation through a FRET indica-
tor built on the Gαq - Gβγ subunits which were fused to fluorescent proteins. The
construct were kindly provided by the lab of Th. W. J. Gadella. The hypothesis
was that a stronger calcium response should be initiated by a stronger G-protein
activation. Molecular FRET measurements provided a clear experimental way of
interpreting strength of initial stimulation. The only caveat is that the system is
most robust for the initial stimulation of a Gαq protein, as the cell will contain a
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mixture of labeled and unlabeled Gαq - Gβγ proteins. Still, looking at the initial
stimulation and treatments of the cells, the developed protocol was robust enough
to answer our question if the 10 fold increase in calcium response was due to in-
creased Gαq activation. The supporting findings are discussed in paper I.

Additionally, in collaboration between three groups at Science for Life Laboratory
headed by PIs Prof. Erik Sonnhammer, Prof. Hjalmar Brismar and Prof. Emma
Lundberg I participated in a study where we attempted to create a pipeline for
screening of protein interaction (see paper V for the manuscript). The idea was
that using software predictions and high throughput staining and imaging of likely
candidates a work flow for investigating novel proteins could be established. This
would then provide the initial step in more detailed studies of the proteins found
to interact through more focused and time consuming means. My part in this work
focused on the analysis of FRET experiment data, the analysis method chosen to
screen samples for possible interaction. Staining of the samples were performed
by the group of Prof. Emma Lundberg using established automated methods with
antibodies provided by the Human Protein Atlas [56].

The high throughput of the method chosen, generating a large amount data, war-
ranted the creation of automated analysis algorithms. For speed of development
I opted to develop the algorithms in Matlab (MathWorks Inc). Automatic cell
identification based on signal and file name identification for channels allowed for
automatic loading of data and in the end we had a solution that took experimental
data as input and gave a cell mean FRET ratio as output for all cells and FRET
ratio distribution for all groups.

6.3 Pitfalls in super-resolution image acquisition

With all advances in super-resolution imaging techniques to yield better precision,
more multiplexing, faster acquisition speeds etc, focused on using technical samples
for validation, an important aspect of imaging was for the first few years largely
overlooked. That is the problem of labeling our samples and what the process of
labeling and sample preparation effectively puts limits on the imaging information
that can be gained. Artifacts are introduced and whilst some are a long way from
being avoidable, being aware of them makes it possible to draw more accurate
conclusions without over interpreting experimental data. One such artifact was
investigated in paper IV; what transient expression of a labeled, exogenous, protein
does to the endogenous protein distribution and how the exogenous distribution
behaves compared to the endogenous?

By designing a fusion protein of Na+, K+, ATPase α1 (NKAα1) with mMaple3 [57]
and including a antibody tag (hemaglutinin, HA) we investigated how the endoge-
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nous and exogenous fractions of NKAα1 were distributed in the plasma membrane
after various times of transfection. The initial work also included CRISPR based
knock-in fusion of mMaple3 with NKAα1. Whilst these experiments went very well
in hand with our antibody based experiments and genomic PCR showed success-
ful integration, western blot analysis failed to detect our desired fusion protein. As
such these experiments were excluded from the study presented in paper IV. Future
gene editing experiments will require more parallel knock-ins to find a functional
candidate where all tests also work.

What we show in the study is that over expression of the plasma membrane lo-
calized NKAα1 results in an increase of total (endogenous + exogenous) protein
density, and that the endogenous fraction decreases over time in favor of the com-
peting exogenous. The loss of endogenous after 48 hours was however far less then
expected (20 % compared to the >50 % that I was expecting). What can further be
learned from this study is that we end up with a mix of endogenous and exogenous
proteins, which presents a problem for data interpretation. A question that also
arises from this sample preparation investigation is how can protein interaction /
distribution be analyzed when maybe 50 % of all proteins are invisible to the study?
Only in cases where no endogenous copy of the protein is present to begin with or
where changes in the system based on treatment is being investigated can accurate
conclusions be drawn. Full control of molecular cloning is thus of importance. How-
ever, our strategy of using both a inserted epitope and an antibody against both
the exogenous and endogenous protein allowed for ratiometric membrane density
measurments.

Another image induced artifact in super-resolution is perhaps more difficult to han-
dle, is that of method induced variations. In paper II we explored the variation
in protein count and cluster size due to SMLM and STED imaging of NKAα3
in neuronal spines. The two methods show a tenfold difference in protein count,
indicating that most likely STED underestimates (due to antibodies not binding
every epitope) and SMLM overestimates (due to over-expression and repeat fluores-
cent blinking) in this case. In this, and other cases, comparison between methods is
required to yield accurate results. For protein function, physiological data and com-
puter models should be compared to imaging results. In the case of antibody based
imaging methods, we are most likely not labeling every single epitope, resulting in
a under estimate even if we can image every single dye molecule accurately. On the
other hand, transfection of our probe most likely over-express (see paper IV) the
protein of interest and result in a overestimate. For use of fluorescent-protein based
SMLM, the conversion rate of fluorescent proteins will reduce the degree of over
counting. However, repeat blinking and distribution of blinks into several frames (if
incorrect integration times are chosen) will result in overestimates. Taken together,
much work remains to be done before absolute numbers can be reported from super
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resolution imaging methods. What can be used instead is to base interpretations
on changes in distribution, removing the influence of dye properties and antibody
binding affinities, as was tried in paper IV.

6.4 Pitfalls in super-resolution image analysis

SMLM data analysis is often performed through advanced software developed by
experts for the use by experts. They tend to be quite demanding in what knowledge
(mathematical and statistical) is required to be used correctly. This means that
the scientists with truly interesting biological questions, whom themselves are not
imaging specialists, are excluded from performing data analysis themselves. Want-
ing to incorporate new algorithms for background corrections and developing a user
friendly software for SMLM data analysis we started development of SMLocalizer
(see paper III). Quite many life science researchers using fluorescence imaging are
familiar with ImageJ (or Fiji) [58]. As such we chose to develop SMLocalizer as a
plugin for ImageJ to make the user interface familiar and thus accessible to more
scientists. In order to make it available to a wider group of scientists we also chose
to incorporate the four main 3D SMLM techniques. We also quickly chose to make
use of the speed improvements available through shifting the calculations to GPUs
through CUDA programming.

6.5 Signaling analysis using super-resolution imaging

Super-resolution imaging emerged as a field of research a little over two (or one
for practical implementations) decades ago and most published papers using su-
per resolution has until recently been focused on method improvements or artifact
identification. In recent years however this has changed and the methods are now
increasingly being used to answer biological questions. In paper VI I focused on the
need for more knowledge on apoptosis driven renal damage through use of STED
and SMLM imaging. The goal was to map out the early parts of the intrinsic apop-
totic pathway in both space and time, ie when and where does interaction take place.

Starting with primary antibody screening against key proteins, Bax, Bad and Bcl-
xL, as well as Voltage Directed Anion Channel 1 (VDAC1) and taking our already
established protocols for rat proximal tubule primary cell culturing, we designed
the experimental conditions to map out the early steps of diabetic induced apop-
tosis in kidney.

During poorly managed diabetes (type I and type II), blood glucose levels are in-
creased during long periods of time. As the disease progresses kidney function start
to become impaired due to apoptosis of key cells within the kidney. The proximal
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tubule is one such affected area, death of cells making up the proximal tubule will
result in disconnection of the tubule with the bowman’s capsule and the death of
the kidney filtration unit (i.e. the nephron). Treatment with high levels (40+ mM
glucose) has shown to quickly kill cells. These extreme glucose levels would put
humans into a coma and as such we chose to base our glucose concentrations on
achievable diabetic patient levels (20 mM glucose). Through treatment for short
time periods (one through eight hours) and staining for the key proteins involved
we analyzed our samples through either STED (Bax and Bcl-xL or Bad and Bcl-xL)
or 3D SMLM (PRILM [41], Bax and VDAC1).
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Figure 6.1: Image analysis of Bcl-xL to Bad with nearest neighbor distances in untreated primary
rat proximal tubule cells a: Binning results into 250 nm bins show roughly what would be observed
if performed with confocal imaging. b: The first 250 nm bin split into 25 nm bins reveal the short
range organization of the two proteins. When compared to treated sample cells (see paper VI)
changes in protein distribution can be characterized.

Once imaged (and localized for 3D SMLM) we needed a way to analyze shift in
possible protein interactions as well as translocation to mitochondria. We opted to
use nearest neighbor analysis centered on the target protein (Bcl-xL or VDAC1)
where all distances are calculated with the target as point of origin. The gain from
using super resolution imaging as basis for nearest neighbor analysis compared to
confocal images can be seen in figure 6.1.

We opted to use nearest neighbor analysis over other co-localization methods such
as Pearsons, as not only the co-occurrence but also the redistribution of proteins is
of interest. Nearest neighbor distance changes at longer distance from mitochon-
drial proteins such as Bcl-xL and VDAC1 indicate a translocation of the bulk of
the Bad or Bax toward the mitochondria. By developing a locally adaptive thresh-
olding algorithm we could, after application of filters, locate each separable STED
imaged cluster in multicolor images. By also including a morphological marker for
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the inner mitochondrial matrix (imaged confocally) we could map out all Bcl-xL
situated on the mitochondria. Through use of automated post processing we could
remove expectations from the researches on how data was analyzed and focus on
evaluating the resulting population description. For SMLM we performed nearest
neighbor analysis on all VDAC1, having no morphological marker to seperate them.
VDAC1 should however almost exclusively localize to mitochondria [59].

Through super-resolution imaging and nearest neighbor analysis we are able to fol-
low the initial protein interactions involved in hyperglycemic induced apoptosis in
primary rat proximal tubule cells. A mobilization of Bad, due to exposure to high
glucose, to the mitochondrial Bcl-xL leads to a subsequent activation of Bax. Bax in
turn translocates to the mitochondria, where atleast three interactions take place.
Firstly, Bax interacts with VDAC1 (indicated in formation of MOMP). Secondly,
Bax form clusters with other Bax molecules (indicated in formation of MOMP).
Thirdly, and unexpectedly, Bax form clusters with Bcl-xL, a multiprotein complex
which function is remain to be investigated.

In conclusion we show that super-resolution imaging is mature as a set of meth-
ods to be able to investigate and map out signaling cascades in intact cells and
possibly tissue. The use of super-resolution imaging yields a distinct advantage
over biochemical methods for this application as the specific knowledge of where
interactions occur is lost when the intact cell no longer is available for study.





Chapter 7

Future perspectives

Whilst many points touched upon in this thesis is being developed and researched
at time of printing this thesis I have chosen to highlight a few points of interest
that I believe is of importance in future perspective.

7.1 Analysis

A question that generally arises, especially in SMLM analysis, is clustering and
cluster sizes. Many membrane proteins form clusters to function and identifying
these clusters from the monomeric forms of the proteins, is of importance for in-
terpretation of data. Most cases to date rely on radially symmetrical methods for
cluster identification, which will fail when there is a for example polarization of
clusters. There exists options already published today to use density variation to
separate points into clusters, DBSCAN and OPTICS for example. As with any
method however, parameter choice will drastically impact how accurate the re-
sults are. More work toward either using a single, non-radial analysis method, or
applying several methods in parallel to deal with the different situations would be
beneficial to the field in general. Additionally, small clusters can also be interpreted
as repeat blinking of the same anti-body labeled protein and should be represented
by a single localization. Further control of photo-physics, labeling and expression
levels as well as imaging conditions is thus crucial in order to allow correct analy-
sis to be executed. All good analysis methods can hope to achieve is to perfectly
describe the experimental data. If the experimental data fails to reflect reality, the
analysis will not be able to rescue the experiment.

Whilst the biophysicists performing the imaging experiments are in most cases
capable of applying the correct methods, needing to motivate and prove that all
choices works each time cost time, which could be spent better elsewhere. For
example the field would benefit from a more streamlined and established set of
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tools for performing post analysis so that results can be compared between different
groups. Some initial work is already initiated [60], and it is my opinion and hope
that more work in this aspect of super-resolution imaging analysis is forthcoming.

7.2 Labeling

There exist two general methods of labeling to date that is in routine use, i.e. using
fusion proteins or antibody labeling. Both of these methods have their own pros
and cons. Incorporation of a large fusion protein, sometimes even larger then the
target being investigated can have potential impact on the function and localization
on the target. Further, fusion proteins needs to be introduced to the cells somehow.
In most cases they are then subject to over expression artifacts (see papers II and
IV). Most fluorescent proteins are less bright reporters compared to organic dyes.
However, they do however allow for imaging of living cells (if the imaging method
can handle the frame rate required). Antibody labeling on the other hand has the
problem of epitope availability and binding affinity as well as off target binding
(unspecific). Unless an external epitope can be found antibody based imaging is
limited to fixated samples. Recent advances with cell permeable structure labeling
dyes allow for some live imaging using dyes [61]. Either of the two example labeling
methods above result in a similar problem in super resolution imaging.

When comparing resolution and probe sizes conventional diffraction limited imaging
we have a 1:10-1:20 difference in resolution and probe size / probe-target distance.
With super resolution microscopy this relation drops to 1:2 - 1:0.5 in the most
extreme cases. Clearly there is a need for smaller probes, located closer to the
target being labeled. A schematic representation of the difference in probe sizes
can be seen in figure 7.1. Intense research on developing smaller affinity probes is
thus an important future perspective. Examples of such efforts is the development
of affibodies that show good promise with a relatively small probe, approximately
6 kDa large (as opposed to the 150 kDa of a full size antibody)[62].

The small ratio between probe size and resolution yields a worsening of resolution
due to movement of the probe. Almost all probes in use today contain flexible
linkers and allows some degree of flexibility (both protein and antibodies), yielding
a volume that the probe can cover whilst still attached to the target. The effect of
freely rotating probes on accuracy of imaging can be seen in figure 7.2.

Finally, sample preparation improvement will most probably apply CRISPR as a
tool for genetic editing, a previously very costly and difficult process is now readily
available to a wider host of scientists [63]. As demonstrated by [64] click chemistry
[44] labeling (see figure 7.1 d for an example) is also an option in super resolution
imaging. By potentially combining the two in a more pipeline manner it should,
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Figure 7.1: Schematic drawings of the sizes of the principal probes used in super-resolution
imaging. a: GFP. A fusion protein of the target of interest and a GFP will be within 5-6 nm of
the protein. b: A organic dye, Alexa 488 in this case, is very small, 0.5 nm across. c: A full size
antibody used in immunofluorescence staining. Alternatives using partial antibodies does exist.
These antibodies are then conjugated to a organic dye. d: A alternate strategy where a unnatural
amino acid is incorporated into a protein and a CLICK reaction between a reactive group on both
the amino acid and they dye molecule. e: GFP, antibody and organic dye shown on the same
scale. For clarity the organic dye is circled in red.

with relatively little effort, be possible to label several proteins of interest in parallel
in a highly specific manner with the organic dyes of choice for fixed samples and a
subset of dyes for live applications. These probes would be within a few ångstrom
of the target protein in a 1:1 ratio whilst still retaining some rotational freedom to
allow for good imaging qualities. I would be surprised if the field, in the coming
years, did not apply this or a similar path.
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Figure 7.2: a: Schematic drawing of the flexibility of a antibody bound to a protein. Either the
left or right (or any configuration between the two extremes) is possible, blurring the localization
of the probe.
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